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In the present paper we will characterize a class of solvable groups of 
even order. The method is a generalization of the concept of a partition: 
Let S be a set of subgroups of a group G and T a subgroup of G. We say 
that S induces a partition 17 on T if and only if the set of all 1 # S n T for 
all S in S is not empty and forms a partition n of T. Clearly, IT is nontrivial 
if and only if there exists an S E S such that 1 # S n T # T. 
This concept of an induced partition contains as a special case the concept 
of a partition, namely, let T = G and S = II be a partition of G. 
One can hope that the location and structure of T and the subgroups S in 
S within G have an influence on the structure of G if T is large enough and if 
S contains sufficiently many subgroups with a nontrivial influence on T. 
There can certainly be no influence on G if T and S are small: e.g., let T be a 
cyclic subgroup of G of order a prime and S contains only T; here S induces 
the trivial partition on T and there is no influence on G. 
These extreme cases seem to indicate the flexibility of the concept of an 
induced partition and further applications appear probable. 
The following remarks will be used throughout this paper without further 
reference: Recently, Feit and Thompson [4] proved that each finite group of 
odd order is solvable. This implies that the order of a (non-Abelian) simple 
group is divisible by 4, and each finite group G whose order 1 G 1 is u, u odd, 
or 224, is solvable. 
NOTATIONS 
W log = without loss of generality. 
p and q always denote prime numbers. 
If a and b are integers, then (a, b) = greatest common divisor of a and b; 
a/b, i.e., a divides b; a ++ b, i.e., a does not divide b. 
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G = finite group. 
1 G 1 = order of G. 
O(g) = order of g E G. 
[G : HJ = index of the subgroup H in G. 
N a G, i.e., N is normal in G. 
If 1 # N 4 G then N is a proper normal subgroup of G. 
Simple = non-Abelian and no proper normal subgroups. 
If C is a complex in G and g E G, then 0’ = g-‘Cg. 
G, = p-Sylowgroup of G. 
F(G) = Fitting subgroup of G = product of all nilpotent normal sub- 
groups of G. 
N(H) = normalizer of H in G. 
C(H) = centralizer of H in G. 
Z(G) = center of G. 
A @ B = direct product of A and B. 
If H is a subgroup of G, then car (H) = noeo Hg. 
G-H are all elements in G which are not in H. 
S, = symmetric group of degree 1~. 
A,, = alternating group of degree 71. 
C,, = cyclic group of order 71. 
V4 = Klein’s Four Group = C, @ C, . 
H is a Hall subgroup of G if and only if (1 H 1 , [G : H]) = 1. 
If H is a subgroup of G, then Vo+H is the transfer of G into H. G is an 
HT-group if and only if G is nonnilpotent and contains a unique nilpotent 
characteristic subgroup K which is generated by the elements of G whose 
order is not p (for some prime p) and p/l K 1; K is called the HT-kernel of G. 
If S is a subgroup of H and H a subgroup of G, then S is called strongly 
closed in H if and only if H n Sg < S for all g E G. 
A partition I7 of G is a nonempty set of subgroups X of G such that each 
element x # 1 of G is contained in one and only one X. Each X is called a 
component of n. Lr is nontrivial if an X ELJ fulfills X # G; otherwise n 
is called trivial. II is called normal if X E II implies Xg ~17 for all g E G. 
A subgroup S of G is called n-admissible if either X < S or X n S = 1 
for all X ~fl. If there exists a proper normal subgroup of G which is 
n-admissible, then n is called nonsimple; otherwise n is called simple. i7 is 
called a Frobenius partition if one of its components is equal to its normalizer. 
For the following discussion it will be convenient to refer to the following 
LEMMA. If G is not a p-group and if G has a normal partition I7 which is 
nonsimple and not Frobenius (and hence nontrivial), then 
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(a) there exists a nilpotent component K ~l7 and a prime p such that K 
is generated by all elements of G whose order is not p (and hence K is the Fitting 
subgroup of G), each y E G-K has order p, G = K(x), p/I K ] and K is not a 
p-group; 
(b) 1 # Z(G) is an elementary abelian p-subgroup of G, Z(G) < K; 
(c) ify E G-K thenC(y) isap-gr ou o ex p f p onentp and{y} @ Z(G) <C(y); 
(d) G contains a Frobenius group H(x) where 1 # H g K/K,; and 
(e) if N Q G and [G : N] is a prime, then [G : N] = [G : Kj. 
Proof. (a) Follows from Baer ([2], p. 333) and Kegel ([5j, p. 375). 
(b) By Kegel ([6j, Satz 2, p. 173), Z(G) # 1. By Baer ([2], Lemma 2.1, 
p.337), Z(G) is an elementary Abelian p-group. Since K is the Fitting sub- 
group of G, Z(G) < K. 
(c) Consider y E G-K and let w E C(y) < G = K{y}. Hence w = Kyr, 
KEKandO<r<p.Ifw$KthenO(w)=p.IfwEKthenbyBaer([2], 
Lemma 2.1, p. 337) O(w) = p. Hence C(y) has exponent p. Clearly, 
1~10 Z(G) d C(Y). 
(d) Since K is nilpotent but not a p-group, there exists an 1 # H Q G 
such that K = K, @ H. Consider H{x}. Since His Hall in H{x}, by Baer ([2], 
Lemma 2.1, p. 337), C(h) < H for all 1 # h E H. Hence H(x) is a Frobenius 
group. Clearly H c K/K, . 
(e) Let N Q G and [G : H] = q, q a prime. Assume p # p. Then 
K, < N and G/K, is a Frobenius group with kernel K/KD. Since 
N/K, 4 G/K,, N/K, < K/K, or K/K, < Nili=, . Hence N = K andp = q, 
a contradiction. Therefore q = p. 
THEOREM. The following properties of the group G and its maximal sub- 
group M with Z(M) # 1 and G, < M are equivalent: 
(I) G is solvable and either (i) M is an HT-group whose HT-kernel K is 
normal in G and G/K is not cyclic of order pz, or (ii) G is the holomorph of an 
elementary abelian p-group P with respect to a dihedral group M of automor- 
phisms acting irreducibly on P, p f 1 M 1 and 1 G 1 = 4u, u odd. 
(II) There exists a set S of subgroups of G such that S induces a nontrivial 
partitionHonM;M~~Sforallg~G;ifY~SandYnM~Hismaximal 
in M, then Y n M # Y. If M is an HT-group whose HT-kernel K is not 
normal in G, then Z(M) q M’. 
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Proof: (I) + (II). (i) Let M be the maximal subgroup of the (solvable) 
group G which is an HT-group with HT-kernel K d G and M = K{x}, 
O(X) = q, q prime. Furthermore observe that G/K is not cyclic of order q2. 
Case I. M is not normal in G. Hence M n Mg < M for all g E G-M, 
SinceKaGand[M:K]=q,K=MnMgforallgEG-M.ThesetS 
containing Mu for all g E G and (x} for all x E M-K obviously fulfills (II). 
Case 2. M is normal in G. Thus [G : M] = p, p prime. If p = q then 
] G/K 1 = q2 and therefore G/K is not cyclic. Hence G/K = M/K @ Y/K 
for a suitable Y and Y n M = K. 
If p # q then let Y/K be a p-Sylowgroup of G/K. Since p # q, 
YnM=K. 
The set S containing M, Y and (x} for all x E M-K evidently fulfills (II). 
(ii) By Baer ([2], Zusatz 5.3, p. 337), M possesses exactly one nonsimple 
partition n whose components consist of K and all {x} for all x E M-K. 
Since G is the holomorph of P with respect to M, M n P = 1 and since M 
acts irreducibly on P, P = C(P) and hence P is the only proper normal sub- 
group of G; in particular, 1 is the only normal subgroup of G which is con- 
tained in M. 
Since M is a dihedral group of order 4v, v odd, there exists a cyclic charac- 
teristic subgroup K Q M of order 2v. Evidently, M is an HT-group with 
HT-kernel K and N(K) = M. A straightforward calculation shows M’ = K2 
and 1 K2 / is odd, so that Z(M) $ M’. Therefore the last part of (II) is 
fulfilled. 
Let K = {K}. Take an integer s, 0 < s < O(k), and form 
1 # KS = {kd} < K < C(K”). Clearly, KS 4 M. Assume there exists a 
c E C(K8) which is not in M. Since M is maximal in G, this would imply 
1 # KS Q {M, c] = G, a contradiction. Hence C(K*) < M. 
Let M = K(x), O(X) = 2. Consider K # Y = PK. Since 
PnK,(PnM=l, 2lYI=2lKIIPI=IGI, 
i.e., Y Q G. Apply Dedekind’s Law to see 
YnM=PKnM=K(PnM)=K. 
Form the set S of all subgroups of G of the following kind: Y, Mg for all 
g E G and {x} for all x E M-K. 
In order to show that S induces the partition 17 on M it only remains to 
show that 1 # M n Mu # M implies M n Mg eI7. 
Consider the cyclic group K = (R}. Assume that there exists a g $ M such 
that 1 # t E K n Kg = {K} n {Kg}. Hence 1 # i = kr = g-rkag for suitable 
integersr,s.SinceG=PMandg$M,g=ma, 1 #aeP,meM. 
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Observe: m-%m = k*l. Form: 
Thus 
k’r8 = Wu-W*u E P n K = 1. 
Therefore 1 # a E C(KQ) < M, hence 1 # a E P n M = 1, a contradiction, 
proving K n KQ = 1 for all g $ M. 
From Y n M = K and Y Q G it follows that for any g E G we get 
YQnMQ=YnMQ=KQ. Hence MnYnMQ=KnMQ=MnKQ. 
NOW Kn KQ = (YnM)n (YnMQ) = YnMnMQ = KnMQ. 
Therefore K n MI = KQ n M = K n KQ’ for all g E G. Now assume 
l#MnMQ#M;thusg$MandhenceKnKQ=l.Since[M:K]=2 
andK<K(Mn Mg) < M, either: K = K(M n MQ), so that 1 K ) = 
jKIIMnMQIjKnMQI-l,i.e.IMnMQI=IKnMQI=IKnKQ) 
= 1, a contradiction; or: M = K(M n MQ), so that 
IMI =2lKl =IKj IMnMQ(jKnMQI-l, 
i.e. IMnMQI =2(KnMQ( =2lKnKQI =2. Since MnMQ<K 
would imply K = K(M n MQ) = M a contradiction, there exists an x E M-K 
suchthatxEMnMQ.SinceO(x)=IMnMQI=2,MnMQ={x}E17. 
Furthermore, if X E S such that X n M E n and X n M is maxima1 in M, 
then X n M = K # X. Thus (II) is fulfilled. 
(11) + (1). (1) l7 is normal, nonsimple and not Frobenius: Since Z(M) # 1, 
we may apply Kegel ([q, Satz 2, p. 173); hence l7 is normal, nonsimple and 
F(M) is not a Hall subgroup of M. Thus by Baer ([2], Sata 4.1, p. 343), 
I7 is not Frobenius. 
(2) There exists a unique characteristic nilpotent subgroup K of M, K E 17 
such that [M : KJ = q, q prime, K is generated by all g E M with O(g) # q and 
I7 consists of K and all {x> for all x E M-K and Z(M) is an elementary Abeliun 
q-subgroup of K: By (1) we may apply the Lemma and Baer ([2], Sata 5.1, 
p. 353). 
(3) There exists a Y E S such that Y n M = K # Y: Since K ~17 is 
maxima1 in M, by (II) there exists a YE S such that K = Y n M # Y. 
(4) If 1 is the only normal subgroup of G contained in M, then for all 
p # q, K, = MD = G,: According to (2) K, = MD if p # q. Clearly, 
K, = M, is characteristic in M. If M, would not be p-Sylowgroup 
G, of G, then there would exist ap-subgroup P of G such that K, = MD Q P. 
Since 1 is the only normal subgroup of G contained in M, N(M,,) = M. 
Since M, Q P, P < N(M,) = M a contradiction to M, being a p-Sylow- 
group of M. Hence K,, = MD = G, . 
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(5) / M n MB 1 = 1 M r\ Mg-’ Ifoy all g E G: This is a special case of 
the more general but trivial fact that if C is any complex of the group G 
then ICnC!JI =I(CnCg)*j for all LEG. If C=Mand h=g-i the 
statement follows. 
(6) If N(K) = M then M n Mg ~17 implies M n MB = {x}, where 
GEM-K: Assume MnMg=K, g$M. By (5) IMnMQj=IKI= 
1 M n MB-’ 1 . Hence M n MQ = K implies K = MB-l n M = Kg-l. Thus 
g-l E N(K) = M, whence g E M, a contradiction. 
(7) If N(K) = M then q = 2 and K is cyclic of order 24 u odd, G, = V, , 
K, = Z(M), M is a dihedral Hall subgroup of G: By (3), K < Y; let y E Y-K, 
Since Y n M = K, y 6 M. Therefore by (6), 1 f: K n Kv < M n My = {x], 
x E M-K. Hence K n KY = {x} ,< K, a contradiction. Thus K n KY = 1 
for ally E Y-K, i.e., Y is a Frobenius group with complement K. 
Assume q # 2. Hence K, = M, = G, Q M = K(x), x E M-K, O(x) = q. 
Now x has no fixed points (# 1) in K, , because otherwise there would 
exist a 1 # w E KS such that wx = xw. Hence w E C(x) n M. By the Lemma, 
C(x) n M is a q-group, so that 1 # w E K2 and w E C(x) n M is a contra- 
diction. Since K is a Frobenius complement, its 2-Sylowgroup K, is either 
cyclic or a generalized quaternion group. But a cyclic 2-group and a general- 
ized quaternion group contain precisely one involution w. Since 
K, u M = K(x), x maps involutions of Kz onto involutions of K, , i.e. 
x-iwx = w by the uniqueness of w. Hence w # 1 is a fixed point of x in K2 , 
a contradiction, proving q = 2. 
Since now for all t E M-K, O(t) = 2, O(Kx) = 2 for all K E K. Hence 
1 = (Kx)~ = Kxkx = kx-lkx, i.e., km = K-l for all K E K. Therefore K is 
Abelian. Since K is a Frobenius complement, its Sylow groups of odd order 
are cyclic. Hence all Sylow groups of K are cyclic and K, as the direct 
product of its Sylow groups, is itself cyclic and hence M is dihedral. 
Now by (4) for each p # 2, K, = M, = G, . Since G, < M, M, = G, . 
Therefore M is Hall in G. 
M is an HT-group whose HT-kernel K has normalizer M in G. Hence by 
hypothesis Z(M) 4 M’. Since Z(M) is an elementary Abelian 2-group 
contained in K, the cyclicity of K implies 1 Z(M) / = 2. Since M is dihedral, 
M’ = K2. If I K2 1 were even, Z(M) < M’ = K2, a contradiction. Therefore 
K2 is odd and hence 1 G, I = 4 and G, = V, . 
(8) If N(K) = M then G is generated by its 2-Sylowgroups: By (7) 
K = {K} is cyclic. Let M = K(x) and consider the subgroup U of M generated 
by x, xk ,..., xk2+l, where O(k) = 1 K 1 = 2u, u odd. Since by (7) xkx = k-l, 
U contains xkxk2 = k-lk2 = k. Hence K < U. Since also {x} < U, 
M = U = K(x). Since M is generated by involutions, M is generated by 
its 2-Sylowgroups S, ,..., S, . 
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Since N(K) = M, M is not normal in G. Hence there exists a 2-Sylow- 
group S of G which is not contained in M. By the maximality of M, 
G = {S, ,..., S, , S} and thus G is generated by its 2-Sylowgroups. 
(9) If N(K) = M then N a G and 4/l N 1 implies N = G: Since 4/l N ( , 
by (7) all 2-Sylowgroups of G are contained in N. Hence by (8), G = N. 
(10) If N(K) = M th en any S (J M and S < K is strongly closed in M: 
Assume there exists a normal subgroup S in M, S < K and a g E G-M such 
that Sp n M # 1. Hence by (6), 1 # Sg n M f MB n M = (x}, x E M-K. 
Therefore SQ n M = {x}. Thus 1 # x E Sg, whence z&l E S < K. By (6) 
and M n Mg-l E Ii, 
2 = / {N’> 1 < 1 K n Me-l 1 Q ( M n Mu-’ j = / M n Mg 1 = 2. 
Therefore {xQ-‘} = K n MS-’ = M n M@ < K, a contradiction. Hence for 
all ge G-M and S 4 M andS<K we have Sgn M = 1. For 
all g E M, Sg n M = S n M = S. Hence Sg n M Q S for all g E M, i.e., 
S is strongly closed in M. 
(11) G is not simple: Deny. Then for all 1 # T -3 M the normalizer 
N(T) = M. Hence by (lo), Z(M) is strongly closed in M = K(x) = (k} {x}, 
O(K) = 2u, u odd. Since by (7) M’ = K2 = {k2} and 1 Z(M) 1 = 2,I M’ 1 = u 
and M’ n Z(M) = 1. Hence if Z(M) = {y} then y # M’. Consider the transfer 
V;;+M of G into M. The image of y under Vo+M equals 
V,,(y) = (C;lynlC1) *** (c;lyy M’, 
where rzi is minimal (2 0) such that c~‘ynrci E M, the ci are a full set of 
coset representatives of G modulo M and n, + *** + rzt = [G : M]. Since 
y* E Z(M) and c-lyric E M, c-lyric E c-lZ(M) c n M, so that by the strong 
closure of Z(M) in M, c-lyric E Z(M). 
Since by (7) Z(M) has order 2, Z(M) is contained in each 2-Sylowgroup 
M, = G, of G. Since Z(M) < Z(G,) = G, , yn and c-lyric are two elements 
in the center of a 2-Sylowgroup of G which are conjugate in G. By a theorem 
of Burnside there exists a z E N(M,) such that for y E Z(M) and 
N(M,) < M c-ly% = +y% = yn. This implies Vo+&y) = Y[~‘~IM’. Now 
[G : M] is odd, hence ytGzMl = y because O(y) = 2. Therefore 
Vo.+&y) = yM’ # 1, SO that ker (Vo,,) CI G. Since M < G, ker (Vo+M) # 1. 
Thus G is not simple, a contradiction, proving the statement. 
(12) G is sohzble: According to (11) there exists a proper normal sub- 
group 1 # N 4 G. There are two cases: 
(i) N < M. By (2) M is solvable, so that G, < M and M Q G implies 
the solvability of G. From now on we may assume N(M) = M. 1 # N u G 
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and N < M implies 1 # N < MQ for all g E G. Consider any g E G-M and 
form1 #N<MnMQ<1M;henceMnM~~I7.AssumeMnMQ={x}, 
x E M-K. Since O(x) = Q, 4 prime, 1 # N < M n Mg = {x} implies 
N = {x> 4 M. Thus M = K @ (x} and x induces the identity on K con- 
trary to the fact that M is not nilpotent. By (6) N(K) # M, i.e. K 4 G. 
Therefore ( G/K 1 = u, or 2u, u odd. Thus G/K is solvable, so that by the 
nilpotency of K we obtain the solvability of G. 
(ii) If 1 is the only normal subgroup of G contained in M, then N(K) = M 
and N < M. Therefore G = MN. By (9), 1 N 1 = ec or 2u, u odd. Hence N 
is solvable and G = MN, so that by the solvability of M the group G is 
solvable. 
(13) If N(K) = G then G/K is not cyclic of order p2, p prime, and (I) (i) 
holds: Assume G/K is cyclic of order p2. Hence M 4 G and 
[G : M] = [M : K] = p = q. Since G/K is cyclic of order q2, there exists 
only one subgroup of G/K of order q, namely M/K. By (3) 
YnM=K<Y<G. 
Therefore 1 Y/K 1 = q. Since the subgroup of order q in G/K is unique, 
Y = M and hence Y n M = M = K, a contradiction. 
Furthermore, M is an HT-group whose HT-kernel K is normal in G and 
by (12) G is solvable. Thus (I) (i) holds. 
(14) If N(K) = M then (I) (ii) holds: Since by (12) G is solvable and by 
(6) car (M) = 1, by Baer ([3], L emma 2 and Lemma 3, p. 119 and p. 121) 
there exists a unique minimal normal subgroup 1 # P 4 G where P is an 
elementary Abelian p-group and P n M = 1. Since M is Hall in G, P is an 
elementary Abelian Sylow p-group of G. Since P is a minimal normal sub- 
group of G, M acts irreducibly on P. By (7) M is a dihedral group 
and1 Ml =4u,uodd,p~4u.ByBaer([3],Lemma2,p.l19),C(P)nM=l, 
hence 1 C(P) 1 = I P I . S ince P < C(P), P = C(P). Thus G is the holo- 
morph of P with respect to M. This [together with (12)] proves (I) (ii). 
Q.E.D. 
In the following we want to investigate which groups in the class character- 
ized in the above theorem admit themselves a nontrivial partition. In this 
respect we will prove the following 
PROPOSITION. If G is a group characterized by the preceding theorem 
admitting a nontrivial partition, then G is of type (I) (i) and G itself is an HT- 
group,andM~Gifundonlyif[G:M]=[M:K]isaprime. 
Proof: Assume a group G of the above theorem has a nontrivial partition. 
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Hence G also has a nontrivial and normal partition n (see, e.g., Suzuki [8], 
p. 242). 
Now we will discuss the groups of type (I) (i) and (I) (ii) and thereby 
exclude the possibility of type (I) (ii). 
(A) G fuZjZ!s (I) (i): M is an HT-group with nilpotent HT-kernel K, 
M = K(x), O(X) = Q, q prime, 1 # Z(M) < K, M is maximal in the solvable 
group G and K (3 G. Since G is solvable, F(G) # 1. 
Case I. I7 is simple. Since F(G) # 1, by Baer ([I], p. 82), G g S, . 
The only proper normal subgroups of S, are A, and I’, . Thus 
F(G) = K = V, because K is nilpotent. Since G, < M and M is an HT- 
group, M s A, . But 1 # Z(M) E Z(A,) = 1, a contradiction. 
Case 2. 17 is a Frobenius partition. By Baer ([2], Satz 4.1, p. 343), G is 
a Frobenius group whose kernel is F(G) =F and F is Hall in G. Since K 
is nilpotent and normal in G, K < F. Since M is not nilpotent, M z&F. 
The maximality of M implies G = MF. Since M <F and K <F and 
[M:K]=q, FnM= K. Thus G/F g M/M n F s {xl. Since M 4 F 
and K < F, x #F. Hence G = F(x). Therefore x induces a fixed point free 
automorphism on F. But 1 # Z(M) < F and x E M, a contradiction. 
Case 3. Each component of I;T is different from its normalizer: By 
Baer ([2], Satz 5.1, p. 353), G = N(g) where O(g) =p, p prime, and N 
is a unique nilpotent characteristic subgroup of G generated by all elements 
of G whose order is not p and N is the only nilpotent normal subgroup of G 
whose index is a prime (i.e., G is an HT-group). 
By (I) (i), M = K(x), K 4 G, and O(x) = q. Since M is not nilpotent, 
M 4 N. Hence G = MN = N(g). Consider {g} g G/N E M/M n N 
whence 1 M/M n N 1 = p. Since M n N is nilpotent and normal in M, 
M n N = K 4 N and p = q. Since M $ N, x 6 N, so that the maximal@ 
of N in G implies G = N(X). Consider M = K(x) which is maximal in 
G = N{x}, K 4 N and N n {x} = 1. Assume K is not maximal in N. Hence 
there exists a maximal subgroup L < N and K <L < N. Since N is nil- 
potent, L Q N and [N : L] = p*, for a suitable prime p*. Consider 
K(x) = M <L(x) < N(x) = G. S ince M = K(x) is maximal in G = N(x), 
L(x) = K(x) or L{x} = N(x) = G. But L(x) = K(x) and O(x) = q, implies 
L < K{x} = L(x) and hence for an h E L-K we have h = KY, k E K, 
0 < Y < q. Thus xr = K-l/r EL. Therefore for a suitable 0 < s < q we have 
x = xrs EL, a contradiction. Hence L <L(x) = N(x) = G, L Q N. Con- 
sider g E N-L. Now g = hx’, h EL, whence xr = h-lg E N n {x> = 1. 
Therefore g = h E N-L, a contradiction, proving the maximality of K in N. 
ThusK~Nand[N:K]=p*.ConsiderK~NaGandK~M<G, 
where [N:K]=p* and [G:N]=[M:K]=q. Thus [G:M]=p*. 
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Ifp* = q then 1 G/K / = q2. H ence G/K is Abelian and therefore M 4 G. 
If M q G then by the lemma, p* = q (= p). 
(B) G firfills (I) (ii): G is the holomorph of an elementary Abelian 
p-group P with respect to a dihedral group M of automorphisms acting 
irreducibly on P and 1 M / = 4u, u odd, p f 4~. Hence p # 2. Since M is 
faithfully represented on P, C(P) = P. 
For the following it will be convenient to note that P is the Fitting 
subgroup F(G) of G: namely, let F(G) = F, clearly P <F. Assume 
P <F. Since F is nilpotent and P is the p-Sylowgroup of G, P is the 
p-Sylowgroup of F and F = P @ A, A is nilpotent and A # 1. Consider 
A z F/P <I G/P g M. Hence A is isomorphic to a nilpotent normal sub- 
group A* of M. Thus A * < K and K is cyclic. Therefore A is cyclic and 
hence F = P @ A is Abelian. Thus P < P @ A < C(P) = P, a contradic- 
tion proving P = F. 
Case 2. 17 is simple. Since F(G) # 1, by Baer ([I], p. 82) Gg S,. But 
S, does not have an elementary Abelian normal subgroup of odd order, a 
contradiction. 
Case 2. Ii’ is Frobenius. Since P is the Fitting subgroup of G, by Baer 
([2], Satz 4.1, p. 343), G is a Frobenius group with kernel P and complement 
M. Since the Frobenius complement M contains a Frobenius subgroup 
(by the above Lemma), this is a contradiction (see, e.g., Scott [7], p. 353). 
Case 3. Each component of n is different from its normalizer. Hence by 
Baer ([2], Satz 5.1, p. 353), G = N(g), G is an HT-group with HT-kernel N. 
Let O(g) = p*, p* a prime. By the Lemma, {g} @ Z(G) < C(g) and Z(G) is 
an elementary Abelian p*-group. Consider G = MP, 1 P 1 = p”. If p* = p, 
then C(g) as a p-group is contained in the p-Sylowgroup P of G, i.e., 
{g} @Z(G) < C(g) < P. Since P does not contain normal subgroups # P 
of G, Z(G) = P. Hence {g} @ Z(G) < C(g) < P = Z(G) and g #Z(G), a 
contradiction. Therefore p* # p. But Z(G) is a p*-group contained in the 
Fitting subgroup F of G. By the previous remark F = P is ap-group, p # p*, 
and hence Z(G) < P is a contradiction. Q.E.D. 
EXAMPLE. That the situation described in the proposition can occur 
is shown by the following construction. Let G = N(g) be an HT-group of 
even order, O(g) = p # 2. Let the p-Sylowgroup of N be cyclic of order p2. 
Hence I Z(G) I = p. N is nilpotent and nonprimary. Let K be the direct 
product of Z(G) and the direct product of all p*-Sylowgroups of N with 
p* # p. Hence K <3 G and [N : K] = p. Form M = K(g). Clearly M Q G 
and [G : M’j = p so that M is maximal in G. It is readily seen that M is an 
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HT-group, Z(M) = Z(G) # 1 and G, < M. Since A4 # N, G is in the class 
characterized in the theorem. 
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